At **SKILLFINITY**, we focus on enhancing the productivity and product quality of Automotive Software Companies by providing skilled engineering talent with appropriate mindset.

Started in Aug-2016 by a core team with vast experience in automotive software development, we have been working on skilling engineers in the embedded and automotive domains. We have skilled more than 150 engineers in Embedded Software Development and Automotive Domain.

We have been providing our skilled engineering talent to 15+ companies in Automotive, IOT and Avionics Domains. We have been providing services for companies like Robert Bosch, Continental, Harman to name a few big names in the automotive domain.

We ensure our engineers have the practical application knowledge in the automotive and embedded domain that are very crucial to develop great technical solutions.

**Achievements:**
- Setting up of a 100% practice-oriented skilling model for effective learning
- Setting up of low infrastructure skilling model with BYOD concept to provide cost advantage to Fresh Engineers who join the programs
- Development of learning platform L-BOARD to deploy online content and assignments
- Achieving 80% placement rate for our students in the previous batch in Embedded and Automotive software companies
- Excellent feedback from students on our programs